
Week 3 - Identifying and Preventing Threats 

Penetration testing – simulates potential  attacks to identify weaknesses 

Network forensics  - investigate to find the cause of attacks 

Network policies – regular test for weaknesses, set passwords and access levels 

Anti-malware software  - find and stop malware from damaging network and devices 

Firewalls -  monitors and controls incoming and outgoing network traffic based on predetermined 

security rules 

User access levels – control which part of network different groups of uses have e.g staff drives 

and student drives at school 

Passwords – prevent unauthorized users accessing the network 

Encryption – data is translated in to code so only someone with correct key can access it. 

Symmetric  - same keys are used to encrypt (cipher text) and decrypt (plain text) 

Asymmetric – where the keys come in pairs, uses two keys to encrypt plain text 

Year 11 - Computer Science - 1.6 Systems Security 

Week 1 - Forms of Attack 

Passive  

Monitoring data travelling and intercepts sensitive data 

Active  

Attacks a system with malware or other such things – they are more easily 

detected 

Insider  

Someone in company exploits their network access to steal information 

Brute Force  

Used to gain information  by cracking passwords through trial and error. These 

use automated software to produce thousands of likely password combinations 

DOS (Denial of Service)  

Where hackers try to stop users from accessing part of a network or website. 

They flood the network with traffic making it slow or inaccessible for other users 

Week 2 - Keywords & Definitions 

Malware Malicious Software. Any program or file that is harmful to a 
computer. 

Phishing Is the fraudulent attempt to obtain sensitive information such as 
usernames, passwords and credit card details  

Social Engineering Coercion of people into revealing sensitive or private information 
which will gain unauthorised access to a system. 

Data interception / 
Theft 

Stealing data via intercepting it in transmission. 

SQL Injection Using malicious SQL code through a website form to steal, or be 
able to modify information on a database. 

Poor network 
policy. 

All networks should have a policy including: Terms of use, Access 
rights, What users can/cannot do etc. Not having this in place 
leaves a network vulnerable to attacks 



Year 11 - Computer Science - 1.7 Systems Software 

Week 5 - Keywords & Definitions 

Software the programs and other operating information used by a 
computer.  

Application An application is any program, or group of programs, that is 
designed for the end user.  

Platform Any hardware or software used to host an application or 
service.  

Operating system Manages all the hardware and software in computer.  

Utility software System software designed to help to analyse, configure, 
optimize or maintain a computer.  

File management A type of software that manages data files in a computer 
system.  

Peripheral 
management 

Controls peripheral devices (input/output) by sending them 
commands in their own computer language.   

Week 4 - Operating Systems 

An operating system (or 'OS') controls the general operation of a computer, and provides 

an easy way for us to interact with computers and run applications.  

Each peripheral is programmed with its own machine code. Each has its own rules that 

dictate how it transmits data values between the computer and the device.  

The OS uses applications called utilities which allow the user to manage the computer. They 

are often accessed via a special menu or control panel in the OS.  

 

The OS controls: 

Memory Management 

Controls where the programs go in memory when being run. 

User Interface 

Provides a method of interaction with the user.  

Multi-tasking  

Allows more than one program to run at once by sharing CPU time between programs. 

Peripheral Management & driver software 

Manages all Input, Output and Storage devices. Allows the OS and the external hardware 

such as printers, USB’s etc to talk to each other 

Security 

Protects the machine is free from harmful viruses or unwanted access. 

File and Disk Management 

Helps to store files (images, music, documents etc) and their file extensions, helps you 

organise and search for files 

Disk management such as space on hard drives, and utility software such as disk 

defragmentation software. 

User management 

The OS can deal with User accounts – single or multi users – eg. More than one person can 

us a computer at once. It also allows for use access, e.g. logging in to a system and having 

access to certain files and permissions etc. OS is also responsible for things like biometric  

anti-theft measures, fingerprint, and retina scanners. 



Year 11 - Computer Science - 1.8 Ethical , Legal, Cultural and  Environmental Issues 

Week 6 - Ethical , Legal, Cultural and  Environmental 

Issues 

Legal 

Data Protection Act 1998 

Keep Personal data secure 

Keep Personal data Accurate 

Keep Personal data for a specific purpose 

Computer Misuse Act 1990 

Illegal to access computer material without permission, 

Illegal to access computer material without permission and with intent to commit 

criminal offences,  

Illegal to alter computer data without permission 

Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 

Illegal to copy someone else's work, design eg, novel, music, picture, software, 

designs etc 

Permission is needed from the copyright holder if you want to use anything – may 

have a small cost 

Difficult to control with internet in  play and not easy to police e.g. streaming videos, 

music illegally 

Creative Commons Licensing 

Allow you to legally share media ad software online without having to ask  for 

permission first. 

Usually take and build upon the work in the public domain that can be shared again 

 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 

Allows members of public to access information held by a public organisation about 

that organisations activities. Eg. NHS, Armed Forces, Police, Schools. 

The acts makes these organisations publish data on a regular basis so the public 

have access to it. The public can also request certain information 

Keywords & Definitions 

Ethical   What is CONSIDERED to be morally right and wrong by society 

Legal   What is ACTUALLY right and wrong in the eyes of the law 

Cultural  How groups of people with certain beliefs, practices or languages 
may be affected e.g. religions, ethnic groups 

Environmental  How the use of technology impacts the environment 

Privacy   Keeping data secure and accurate 

Stakeholder Individuals or groups of people who have an interest in or 
are affected by decisions a company makes. Eg. Owners, 
Employees, Customers, Suppliers, Local Community etc. 



Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

1) What is a Passive attack? 

2) What is an Active attack? 

3) What is an Insider attack? 

4) What is a Brute Force attack? 

5) What is a Denial of Service attack? 

1) What is Malware? 

2) What is Phishing? 

3) What is Social Engineering? 

4) What is SQL Injection? 

5) What is a Poor Network Policy? 

1) What is Network Forensic? 

2) What is a Firewall? 

3) What is Encryption? 

4) What is the difference between symmetric 

and asymmetric encryption? 

5) What are User Access Levels? 

Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

1) What is an Operating System? 

2) What is Memory Management? 

3) What is File Management? 

4) What is a User Interface? 

5) What is Security? 

1) What is Software? 

2) What is Utility Software? 

3) What is an Application? 

4) What is a Platform? 

5) What is Peripheral Management? 

1) What does the Data Protection Act do? 

2) What does the Computer Misuse Act do? 

3) What does the Copyright Designs and 

Patents Act  do? 

4) What does the Freedom of Information Act 

do? 

5) What are Creative Commons? 


